
1 Tell us about your project or idea (max 600 words), why you want to  
do it and what difference it will make to you personally 

We would like to ask Croydon Council to consider a grant of £2,000 in support of our upcoming project, a short 
film, named Judgement. The story focuses on the topic of morality and how, regardless of race, gender or 
ability, all people are subject to judgement, and flawed within their own. We follow ‘The Man’ as he enters a 
new part of the afterlife, and undergoes judgement at the hands of ‘The Arbiter’; a supernatural being whose 
role is to decide who becomes angels, and who becomes demons.This initial short aims to set out the 
foundation of a wider story that will hopefully explore these themes in depth. 
 
The project consists of four stages, firstly, script development and pre-production, secondly, production and 
shooting, thirdly post-production and finally, the sharing. The first stage and the script has been completed. We 
have secured in-kind support from film production company The Ace Effect LTD. to provide equipment and 
post production software and have applied to other funding that we are eligible for support, together with the 
Youth Arts Find Grants from the Council, we will be able to deliver the next three stages at an outstanding 
standard. We plan to do the shooting in Mid March, at a professional film studio with a team of 20 cast and 
crew which will be recruited using social media, our network to reach other local young people who would be 
up for the challenge. We anticipate that the post production process will take 3 months, and we are planning to 
organise a screening alongside a Q&A to share more with young people in Croydon, in partnership with 
Croydon College, as the final stage of this project.  
 
This is the first independent professional project we have been able to create, as prior to this all of our 
filmmaking was amateur. This will be an excellent opportunity for me to take my creative practice in filmmaking 
to the next stage, as it will give me the chance to manage a project from start to finish; overseeing 
pre-production, production, post production, distribution and deliver a meaningful end piece. This will help 
develop my leadership skills by bringing together a team of film crew and cast and empower them to work 
towards the same goal. Furthermore, I understand that making a good film does involve taking a creative risk; 
through this opportunity to deliver a project at an excellent standard, on time and within budget, I hope to build 
trust and a track record to continue secure public and private resources to continue to achieve my goal of 
creating stories on subjects that matter.  
 
As a writer, this will be the first time I’ve been able to direct something I have written, which has been a long 
term goal. My secondary school did not offer film or media as an A-level course, so I had to independently 
learn and grow my filmmaking skills, and I wish to grow them further to form a career. Our current potential film 
crew have a wide range of backgrounds including India, Pakistan, Ukraine, Italy and Nigeria, as we feel it is 
important to help increase access and diversity in the film industry that has traditionally been very 
homogenous. For me, this is mainly an opportunity to create the change I want to see in the film industry, 
conceptually and politically, in an independent way that allows full freedom of pursuit of these goals.  
 
   
 

2 Tell us about how this project will engage other young people  
(max 300 words) 

 
Our project engages young people in two ways: the people that we will be directly working with to bring                   
Judgement to life, and those who we will share the finished product with.  
 
We will be working with a team of 20, each person provides unique experience and will be encouraged to take 
on new challenges. We have successfully collaborated with other young people on similar projects in the past, 
such as Cheater, at an amatuer level. We all found the experience beneficial and now feel more confident in 
applying for other roles within the film industry, and this is exactly the positive impact we aimed for and aim to 
continue to achieve. Your support will enable us to invest in professional filming locations that will 
accommodate professional standard production, to maximise , what the team can gain from the experience. 
We are expanding our team for this project, hoping to positively benefit more young people but keeping it to a 
reasonable number of 20, to maintain quality and consistency. 
 
Secondly, we hope to inspire and create an opportunity for other local young people, who see our film, to                   



understand the power behind using creative methods to explore the topics of diversity and morality, which we                 
are exploring. Croydon has a long and rich history in music, but unfortunately the same can not be said for                    
film. We are one of the most culturally rich locations in London, let alone the UK, and any opportunity to                    
harness that creatively is worthwhile. We hope to work in conjunction with Croydon College to share the insight                  
of this production, to illustrate the power of film to our local community of young people, for example,                  
encouraging BAME young people to initiate creative projects by seeing minorities involved in creative projects.  
 

3 Give details of any public events or performances connected to  
the project with dates and venues (please state whether confirmed 
 or unconfirmed) 

We plan to host a series of workshops, Q&A, sharing behind the scenes footage together with a screening of 
the film with a diverse group of young people in our local area. The exact details of these events are yet to be 
confirmed, but we hope to arrange both public screening events and events specifically aimed at young people 
with an interest to learn more about filmmaking and tailoring the content of our sharing, hence we are hoping 
to partner with Croydon College to reach out to them and host those events at the college to make it easily 
accessible. We will also be researching other community groups and the use of relevant hashtags on social 
media, with the aim of reaching the right audiences to come to this event. We anticipate to be organising such 
events within 3 months upon completion of the final film, in June 2020.  
 

4 Give some details on what planning you have done for your project 

 
Project Planning   
What you have done already Date Responsibility 
Expression of interest for cast and 
crew, we already have lots of interest 
and confirmation will be subject to 
funding.  

27/01/20 and 

Researched and contacted potential    
locations for filming, confirmation will     
be subject to funding 

03/02/20 and 

Script Finalised 06/02/20 Rakesh Jaitly 
   
 
What tasks are you planning to do 

 
Date 

 
Responsibility 

Studio Viewings w/c 9 March  Rakesh Jaitly,the  
confirmed assistant  
director and  
assistant producer  
on board  

Casting auditions/rehearsals w/c 9 March  Rakesh Jaitly, the   
confirmed assistant  
director and  
assistant producer  
on board 

Shot list planning w/c 9 March  Rakesh Jaitly, the   
confirmed Director  
of Photography and   
Assistant Director  
on board 

Test footage and SFX testing TBC Rakesh Jaitly, the   
confirmed Director  
of Photography and   
Assistant Director  
on board 

Filming shoot w/c 16 March Whole Crew 



Editing TBC 

Marketing and Distribution TBC Rakesh Jaitly, Harry   
Worsley and the   
confirmed assistant  
producer on board 

 
     5     Give details of any partners (eg local arts groups, clubs, charities  
            or community groups) that you hope to work with on the project  
 
Name of partner_      Croydon College___________________________________ 
Contact name____________________________________________________ 
Contact email organisation__info@croydon.ac.uk___________________________ 
How will they be involved____We have reached out to the college and we hope to be running a Q&A or                    
workshop for the Performing Arts students with our cast and core crew, to help give insight into acting in                   
independent productions, how casting works, the routes our actors have taken to build a career etc. 
 
 
How much do you think your project will cost? - please give a rough break down of your budget 
 
 
 
Activity / Item Estimated Cost 

Location Hire for film shoot (£250 per day x 3 days) £750 

Camera Equipment (Canon 600D costing £600, and 
three lenses costing £187, £45 and £65 respectively) £897 

Lighting Equipment £120 

Sound Equipment (Zoom H4n Pro Recorder: £179, 
RØDE NTG4+ Shotgun Microphone: £189, RØDE 
Boompole: £82, Stagg SMC6 CRD: £7.50, Stagg 
SMC6 Mic Cable: £6.50) £464 

SFX Makeup £150 

Costume £150 

Props £100 

Transport of props and equipment £200 

Travel Expenses for team (20 cast and crew x £5 per 
day x 3 days) £300 

Catering (20 cast and crew x £5 per head x 3 days) £300 

Insurance £495 

Post Production (Annually Licensed Software, £550 
per year divided by on average 2.5 projects per year, 
paid for by The Ace Effect LTD) £220 

Administration and Overheads (including printing, 
telephone and internet costs) £100 

Marketing cost (print & digital for screening event) £200 

Screening Q&A and Engagement Event (including 
venue costs and refreshments) £300 



Sub-total £4,746 

10% Contingency £475 

Total Project Cost £5,220 

 
 
 
 
How much would you like from the Youth Arts Fund (The maximum is £2,000)  
_£2000________________________________________________________ 
 
What other funding have you secured already and from who?  

Amount From 
 

£1,701 
T . in kind contribution of equipment and Annually 
Licensed Software usage 

£519 The Judgement Production team private donations 

 
 

What other funding do you hope to receive and from who? 
 

Amount From 
 
£1000 Then Do Better Project Grant  

 


